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Abstract
As people all over the world adopt machine
translation (MT) to communicate across languages, there is increased need for affordances
that aid users in understanding when to rely
on automated translations. Identifying the information and interactions that will most help
users meet their translation needs is an open
area of research at the intersection of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) and Natural Language Processing (NLP). This paper advances
work in this area by drawing on a survey of
users’ strategies in assessing translations. We
identify three directions for the design of translation systems that support more reliable and
effective use of machine translation: helping
users craft good inputs, helping users understand translations, and expanding interactivity and adaptivity. We describe how these
can be introduced in current MT systems and
highlight open questions for HCI and NLP research.

1 Introduction
Users often do not have enough information about
the capabilities and limitations of machine learning
models in order to use them effectively, safely, and
reliably (Green and Chen, 2019; Pasquale, 2015).
One approach to this problem is to provide additional information to users, such as explanations
of model behavior (Liao et al., 2020; Lai and Tan,
2019; Rader et al., 2018). However, it is not clear

Figure 1: TranslatorBot mediates interlingual dialog using machine translation. The system provides extra support for users, for example, by suggesting simpler input
text.

what kinds of information or interactions would
best support user needs (Doshi-Velez and Kim,
2017; Miller, 2019). For instance, users may be
more invested in knowing when they can rely on an
AI system and when it may be making a mistake,
than they are in understanding its inner workings.
Most consumer-facing translation systems do
not provide support for safe and reliable use of machine translation. Despite some evidence of corpuslevel human parity, individual translations still vary
substantially in quality (Toral et al., 2018). Further, it is especially difﬁcult for users to assess the
quality of a translation because they often do not
understand the source language, target language,
or both. Mistranslations are frustrating for users
(Hara and Iqbal, 2015), contribute to social and eco-

nomic isolation (Liebling et al., 2020), and have
even prompted human rights violations, such as
the wrongful arrest of a man whose social media
post was mistranslated from “good morning” in
Arabic to “attack them” in Hebrew (Berger, 2017).
Nevertheless, people and organizations continue
to rely on machine translation, even in high-stakes
contexts like immigration (Torbati, 2019), and content moderation (Stecklow, 2018). To minimize the
potential for harm from mistranslations, it is important that users are able to understand and account
for the limitations of these systems.
In this paper, we explore what information and
interactions can assist users of machine translation
systems. Prior work has developed models to estimate the quality of a translation (Blatz et al., 2004;
Specia et al., 2018). However, “translation quality”
is a complex, nuanced, and context-dependent concept (Specia et al., 2013). It remains unclear when,
how, and what kind of quality measures might be
intelligible and actionable to users in different situations. We utilize HCI methods to understand
what users need to know about translations in order
to meet their goals. Our ﬁndings can inform the
design of systems that support more effective use
of machine translation.
First, we summarize key ﬁndings from a pilot
survey of users’ practices for evaluating machine
translations. Informed by the survey ﬁndings, we
propose three directions for the design of machine
translation systems: 1) help users craft good inputs;
2) help users understand translations; and 3) adapt
to context and feedback. To begin exploring these
directions for design, we utilize a chatbot prototype
that supports interlingual conversation mediated by
machine translation (Figure 1).

2 Related Work
Increasingly, people use machine translation (MT)
systems, such as Google Translate, to communicate across languages, from interacting with social
media posts (Lim and Fussell, 2017) to negotiating employment or medical care (Liebling et al.,
2020). Here, we focus on MT systems used by
consumers, rather than systems designed for professional translators. These systems promise ease
of access and improving quality (King, 2019), but
it remains unclear how effectively these systems
meet users’ needs, particularly in transactional and
conversational situations (Liebling et al., 2020).
Studies have shown that machine translation can

improve communication in multilingual groups or
teams (Wang et al., 2013; Lim and Yang, 2008;
Calefato et al., 2016), but signiﬁcant challenges
remain. Poor quality translations can lead to frustration and conversational breakdowns (Yamashita
and Ishida, 2006; Hara and Iqbal, 2015), and are
detrimental to social and economic life for immigrants and people living and working in places
where they do not know the dominant language
(Liebling et al., 2020).
Researchers have found that people adapt to the
limitations of translation models as they use a system, for example, by repeating, rephrasing, or supplementing information (Ogura et al., 2005; Hara
and Iqbal, 2015). In some cases, users may treat a
machine translation as a preliminary or gist translation, supplementing it with professional translations when needed (Nurminen and Papula, 2018).
However, these strategies require users to assess
the translation for errors and respond in a way that
improves the translation output (Bowker and Ciro,
2019; King, 2019), both of which are challenging
with affordances of existing systems.
One way to help users identify communication
breakdowns and initiate repairs is to design systems
that provide additional guidance and information.
Researchers have proposed showing users alternative translations at the word or sentence level
(Gao et al., 2015; Coppers et al., 2018), automatically providing back-translation (Shigenobu, 2007),
displaying the estimated sentiment of a translation (Lim et al., 2018), or highlighting keywords
(Gao et al., 2013). Experiments show that these
approaches can improve message clarity, comprehension, and sense-making (Gao et al., 2013, 2015;
Lim et al., 2018, 2019). Other research systems
have attempted to detect cross-cultural translation
issues using machine learning (Pituxcoosuvarn
et al., 2020). Chatbots have also leveraged conversational content to translate (Hecht et al., 2012)
or aid language learning (Cai et al., 2015). We
build on this work and ask how we can guide users
to identify when to rely on automated translations
and when and how to make changes.
Researchers in NLP have developed methods
to quantitatively evaluate MT models by comparing machine translations to reference translations
(e.g. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2001)) or by Quality
Estimation methods (QE). QE uses noisy parallel
corpora annotated with quality information to estimate quality scores or classiﬁcations based on

linguistic and, more recently, model features (Blatz
et al., 2004; Specia et al., 2020; Callison-Burch
et al., 2012; Specia et al., 2018). Because QE does
not require reference translations, these techniques
could provide run-time quality estimates to end
users. One challenge in QE is that evaluating translations is extremely complex and task-dependent
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Denkowski and Lavie,
2010). Even a highly accurate conﬁdence score
or quality classiﬁcation will never capture all the
nuances of translation quality (King et al., 2003;
Specia et al., 2013). One approach is to develop
more complex QE models that combine multiple
aspects of translation quality (Kane et al., 2020;
Yuan and Sharoff, 2020). In this work we offer an
alternative, human-centered approach: we begin
by understanding users’ needs and goals, and then
explore what kind of quality information might be
intelligible and useful to them.

3 Study: User Needs and Practices
When machine translation tools do not provide information to help a user evaluate translations, users
must develop their own strategies for identifying
breakdowns and initiating repairs. We conducted a
survey to further understand this process.
We collected 267 responses to an English online
survey, distributed through the authors’ social media accounts in August 2020. The survey asked
participants about how they use machine translation, how they evaluate translations, and how they
respond to problems with translations (see supplementary material). We analyze 119 (44.5%) of
these responses from people who needed translation at least multiple times per month and who used
MT to meet those needs at least half of the time.
Of those respondents, the median age was 29 years.
50% of respondents were men, 30% women, and
5.8% non-binary. The respondents collectively had
some proﬁciency in 49 languages and used machine translation to translate between 44 different
language pairs, 11 of which did not contain English. Most of the participants (114) used Google
Translate, and 37 used MT on social media, e.g.
translations provided by Twitter and Facebook.1
Limitations. Our survey was conducted in English and participants were recruited through convenience sampling online. For these reasons, our
participants had high English proﬁciency, and most
1

Detailed demographics provided in Appendix B.

participants worked in research or the technology
sector. Our results provide insight into the MT
usage of these participants, and these results are
strengthened by the wide range of languages that
participants knew. Future work is needed to understand the needs and practices of other users, such
as those with less familiarity with technology and
those who are not ﬂuent in high resource languages.
3.1

Results: Strategies for Evaluating
Translation Quality

Consistent with prior work (Hara and Iqbal, 2015;
Liebling et al., 2020), we found that poor quality
translations are a problem for users of machine
translation: 93% of respondents experienced poor
quality translations in one or more contexts. Problems were especially pronounced in online contexts
such as social media. Participants identiﬁed a number of known weaknesses of MT, including poor
performance on informal or idiomatic language,
domain-speciﬁc terms, longer passages of text, and
text in low-resource languages or dialects (Nekoto
et al., 2020; Luong et al., 2015; Bowker and Ciro,
2019).
The participants had various strategies for identifying problems with machine translations and recovering from errors. Their strategies highlight
limitations of current MT systems for supporting
informed and reliable use of translations. We outline three types of strategies participants reported,
which inform our directions for MT system design.
Rely on (target) language proﬁciency. Identifying and responding to poor quality translations is
extremely difﬁcult without some proﬁciency in the
target language. A commonly reported problem
is inadequate translations that do not convey the
meaning of the source text. This is not easy to identify if a user cannot understand both the source text
and the translation. Participants also reported more
nuanced problems such as formality inconsistencies and incorrect or unnatural sounding grammar.
Once users have identiﬁed a translation issue,
strategies for repair are constrained by language
proﬁciency. For instance, users can rely on their
own knowledge of the target language to infer the
meaning of an imperfect translation, or use their
source language knowledge to modify the input
text to improve the translation output. Asking a
proﬁcient speaker for help was a particularly effective and preferred strategy, but people using an MT
system often do not simultaneously have access to

a proﬁcient speaker in both languages.
Consult external resources. Some participants
devised strategies to evaluate translations without
relying on language proﬁciency. For example, participants used backtranslation or compared the output of multiple MT tools to estimate the reliability
of a translation. Others referred to external sources
of information, such as search engines, dictionaries,
and encyclopedias. These strategies can be effective (Miyabe and Yoshino, 2009; Gao et al., 2015),
but are time-intensive, and most require resources
not provided by existing MT tools.
Use context-dependent quality assessment. In
some contexts, users may choose not to evaluate
translations. For example, one participant veriﬁed
translations with a proﬁcient speaker when at work,
but not when on social media.
The key takeaway from the pilot survey is that
users need more support to effectively utilize machine translation, including methods for preventing
miscommunications, especially if they do not have
proﬁciency in the languages they are translating
between.

4 Directions for MT System Design
Based on the survey ﬁndings and pilot tests of
TranslatorBot, our prototype chatbot to support
MT-mediated conversation, we propose three directions for MT system design to help users more
reliably meet their translation needs.
TranslatorBot is a command-based chatbot for
interlingual communication (Figure 1).2 The goal
of the system is not only to translate between people writing in different languages, but to provide
tools to help users avoid, identify, and recover from
translation errors. The interface integrates translation support directly into dialog and the conversational nature offers ﬂexibility to tailor interactions
to the users’ needs (Tsai et al., 2021). We have
designed TranslatorBot to probe three directions
for human-centered MT design:
4.1

Help users craft good inputs

Both quantitative (Lehmann et al., 2012) and qualitative (Bowker and Ciro, 2019) evidence suggests
that MT models perform best on simple, succinct,
unambiguous text (“controlled natural language”).
2
See Appendix D for additional screenshots of the interface.

However, this may not be clear to users who are
not familiar with how these models work.
To improve translation quality, MT tools should
identify messages that are difﬁcult to translate and
provide strategies to adjust the text. Similar techniques are common in search engines to help users
craft better search queries (Morgan, 2010). However, crafting good candidates for machine translation is a much more complicated problem. In the
MT setting, suggestions should be speciﬁc to the
limitations of MT models, for example, simpliﬁcations or alternatives for idiomatic language.
TranslatorBot warns users when their input text
is not a good candidate for machine translation. For
example, TranslatorBot will warn the user if their
message is very long, or if they used words that
are unstable under backtranslation through high resource languages (Mehta et al., 2020). TranslatorBot also conducts a Google search on all input and
uses the search engine’s query suggestion (“Did
you mean . . . ?”) feature to identify spelling errors
or unusual language.
Open questions in NLP: How can we automatically identify when a text is a poor candidate for
translation? How can we generate suggested improvements or alternatives? Some existing work
has proposed predicting source words that lead to
translation errors (Specia et al., 2018), but more
work is needed to both identify when to intervene
and to provide helpful, actionable, and effective
suggestions to users.
Open questions in HCI: How can we teach
users about the strengths and limitations of MT
systems, in order to help them generate more “translatable” text? This work could build on existing
literature in Information Retrieval that studies how
to help users use search engines more effectively
´
(Fernandez-Luna
et al., 2009). More broadly, HCI
researchers have studied how to help users identify communication breakdowns and initiate repair
(Ashktorab et al., 2019). How can we design natural interactions and interfaces to help users revise
their original inputs when the current translation is
causing confusion?
4.2

Help users understand translations

After providing users with a translation, MT systems should help identify errors and initiate repairs
without assuming proﬁciency in the target language.
Systems could leverage quality estimation (QE)

models to provide quantitative indicators of translation quality. In addition, systems can support
and augment users’ existing sensemaking strategies, for instance, by making it easy to view the
backtranslation or a bilingual dictionary entry.
TranslatorBot provides users with more information about translations to help them make sense of
what the other person is trying to communicate. Depending on the severity of the potential error, TranslatorBot might send this information automatically
or users can request more information without leaving the conversation. The current prototype will
warn the user if the literal translation of a unique
word does not appear in the target translation, if
the sentiments of the English translations of the
source and the translation do not match up (Socher
et al., 2013), or if a QE model (Kepler et al., 2019;
Kim et al., 2017) predicts poor quality. Users can
manually request a backtranslation, and we plan to
integrate dictionary support in the future.
Open questions in NLP: How can quality information be better aligned with users’ needs? For example, QE models have been developed at various
levels of granularity (word-level, sentence-level,
document-level (Specia et al., 2020)). How might
these approaches be combined to provide useful,
appropriate information based on the severity of
errors and context of use?
Open questions in HCI: How can we design
systems that help people make use of imperfect
translation? In settings where people depend on
translation for everyday tasks, a poor quality translation might be better than nothing (Liebling et al.,
2020). What affordances might help users to make
informed judgments about when to rely on a machine translation and when to seek alternatives?
4.3

Expand interactivity and adaptivity

Whether a translation meets a user’s needs depends
on the quality of the translation, as well as the
context of use and the user’s goals. MT interfaces, including signals of quality, should adapt
to changes in context and to user preferences. One
approach is to adjust the type and frequency of
interventions based on contextual factors. For example, a user might prioritize accurate translation
of domain-speciﬁc terms over ﬂuency when using
MT at a doctor’s ofﬁce. Future MT systems could
leverage emerging techniques to give users more
direct control over different aspects of translations,
such as formality (Niu et al., 2017).

Conversational agents have great potential to
support adaptive, interactive translation support.
For example, TranslatorBot could be developed
to ask users clarifying questions about their input.
One case where this might be useful is to disambiguate input with multiple meanings. Users might
also want to ask questions of TranslatorBot when
a machine translation is unclear, or to make sure
a translation is conveying their tone. Recent work
in MT has studied whether providing more context directly to the translation model could improve
translations (Specia et al., 2020). Integrating a
translation system into dialog also offers opportunities for future work using conversation history as
a source of context, both for machine translation
and for integrated question answering tasks.
Open questions in NLP: How can we adapt
Question Answering methods to support MT applications? How can machine translation models provide greater control to users over different aspects
of a translation, such as tone? How can we utilize
contextual information, such as a chat history, to
improve the quality of machine translations?
Open questions in HCI: What aspects of a translation would users want control over? In what contexts might users have different needs and priorities
for MT? Prior work in HCI has studied users’ mental models of and preferred metaphors for conversational agents (e.g. (Khadpe et al., 2020; Ashktorab
et al., 2019)). What roles or personas would users
want a translation agent to play, e.g. interpreter, educator, conﬁdence checker? How might this vary in
different contexts? What kinds of questions would
users want to ask of a translation system?

5

Conclusion

As the use of machine translation becomes more
widespread, users need varied and reliable tools to
assess translations in light of their speciﬁc communication goals. When considering what kind
of information and interactions will be helpful to
users, it is important to start from their varied needs,
goals, and practices to ensure that systems provide
intelligible and actionable support. As we have
shown, interactive translations systems can support
users to craft good inputs, make sense of resulting translations, and support them by adapting to
context and user feedback.
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A Survey Questions
1. How often do you need translation between
two languages? (Almost never/About once a
year/About once a month/Multiple times per
month/Multiple times per week/Daily)
2. Think of a recent time when you needed to
translate something. What was the situation?
3. In that situation when you needed translation,
what did you do?
4. When you need translation, how often do you
use an automatic translation tool (e.g. Google
Translate)? (Never/Sometimes/About half the
time/Most of the time/Always)
5. When you choose not to use an automatic
translation tool (e.g. Google Translate), why?
(I don’t have access to any automatic translation technologies/I don’t know how to use this
technology/I don’t trust the automatic translations/I don’t need to use automatic translation
technology (e.g. you have a friend or family
member with you to translate)/Not applicable/Add your own)
6. Which automatic translation tools do you
use? (Google Translate/iTranslate/Bing Microsoft Translator/Translations on Social Media/Translate Now/Add your own)
7. What kind of language do you translate? (Professional or formal/Casual/Intimate/Childdirected/Elder-directed/Domain-speciﬁc (e.g.
medical or legal terms))
8. What are the most common settings where
you use one of the translation tools? (For
work/On social media/When traveling/To
translate a website/During medical appointments/To learn a new language/Add your
own)
9. When you use translation technology, what
length is the text that you most often

need to translate? (Single words/Single
phrases/Sentences/Paragraphs)
10. How do you ﬁgure out whether a translation is correct or not? (Translating it back
to a language that I know/Asking a native
speaker/Breaking the translation down into
single words or phrases that I can understand
somewhat better/Looking up words in a bilingual dictionary/Checking whether it makes
sense in context/I don’t try to assess this/Add
your own)
11. In which settings have you experienced poor
quality translations when using an automatic translation tool? (For work/On social media/When traveling/To translate a website/During medical appointments/To learn a
new language/Add your own)
12. Which of the following problems have you
encountered? (The translation has a different
meaning than the original text/The translation
does not make sense/The translation has a different tone from the original text/The translation is too formal or too informal)
13. If you would like to add a problem you have
encountered or expand on the problems you
have encountered, please do so here.
14. What languages do you speak? For each language, please pick your proﬁciency level.3
(Beginner/Conversant/Fluent/Native4 )
15. What language pairs do you usually translate
between? (e.g. English-Mandarin, SpanishFarsi)
16. What is your current occupation?
17. What is your gender?
18. What is your age?
3
This question was presented as a grid with up to ﬁve
rows where participants entered free response text for each
language, and columns corresponding to proﬁciency levels.
4
In consideration of accentism (https://accentism.
org/) we will not use the term “native speaker” or “native”
as a language proﬁciency category in future work. Future
iterations of this survey will ask participants “How well do
you read/write/speak your primary language?” with options:
Not well at all/Somewhat well/Moderately well/Well/Very
well.

Language
English
Spanish
French
German
Mandarin
Hindi
Japanese
Italian
Portuguese
Farsi
Arabic
Dutch
Russian
Swedish
Telugu
Turkish

n
108
53
44
30
15
14
14
10
8
7
6
5
5
5
5
5

Table 1: Languages that 5 or more participants have
some proﬁciency in (Open responses to Q14: What languages do you speak?)

B

Detailed Survey Participant
Information

This section provides additional information about
the 119 participants who were included in the analysis.
B.1

Language proﬁciency

Participants reported some level of ﬂuency in 49
languages. Table 1 shows the languages that 5 or
more participants listed. In addition, between 1-4
participants listed the following languages: Albanian, Amharic, ASL, Bangla, Cantonese, Croatian, Danish, Filipino, Finnish, Greek, Hausa, Hebrew, Indonesian, Irish, Kannada, Korean, Latin,
Malayalam, Marathi, Marwadi, Norwegian, Pashto,
Philippine Hokkien, Punjabi, Swahili, Tagalog,
Tamil, Tigrinya, Urdu, Vietnamese, Wolof, Yoruba.
B.2

Language pairs

Table 2 shows response counts of language pairs
reported by participants in response to Q15:
“What language pairs do you usually translate
between?” In addition to those shown in the
table, each of the following language pairs
was reported by one participant: Arabic-Farsi,
English-Albanian, English-Bengali, EnglishCantonese, English-Danish, English-Finnish,
English-Gujarati,
English-Latin,
EnglishMalay, English-Norwegian, English-Tagalog,

Language Pair
English-Spanish
English-French
English-Mandarin
English-German
English-Japanese
English-Farsi
English-Arabic
English-Hindi
English-Korean
English-Portuguese
English-Russian
English-Dutch
English-Hebrew
English-Swedish
English-Amharic
English-Croatian
English-Greek
English-Italian
English-Swahili
English-Vietnamese
English-Yoruba
German-Portuguese
Japanese-Korean

n
41
26
18
16
16
7
6
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Table 2: Language pairs that participants translate between (responses to Q15).

Age

Min
18.0

0.25
25.0

Median
29.0

0.75
36.5

Max
74.0

Table 3: Distribution of participant age.

Occupation
Student
Researcher
Software Engineer
Professor or Lecturer
Consultant
Data Scientist or Data Engineer
Designer
Engineer
Other Technologist
Writer

n
31
22
17
9
5
5
5
2
2
2

Table 4: Survey participants’ reported occupations.
Open-ended responses were roughly grouped based on
similar descriptions. Occupations reported by only 1
participant are excluded.

English-Telugu, English-Urdu, German-Spanish,
Greek-Italian, Japanese-Mandarin, MandarinHokkien, Portuguese-Spanish, Spanish-Arabic,
Spanish-Basque, Spanish-Mapudungun.
B.3

C

Translation Tools

Participants were able to select multiple translation tools that they use, as well as add their own
open response. 113 participants selected “Google
Translate” and one entered “Google chrome website translator (powered by google translate).” 34
selected “Translations on Social Media” and another 3 entered in the free response that they use
translation tools on Twitter (2) and Facebook (1). 8
participants used DeepL5 . 5 participants used Bing
Microsoft Translator. Three participants used Apple products (e.g. translation app and Siri). 12
other services were listed by one participant each
in the free response.

D

TranslatorBot Prototype

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the current functionality of the bot prototype. The dialog is taken from a
real conversation during a toy task where two of the
authors role played a pharmacist and a customer
and worked together to ﬁnd the right medication
for the customer, given their symptoms.

Age

The age distribution is shown in Table 3. 10% of
participants did not report their age.
B.4

Gender

Participants were asked “What is your gender?”
with an open-ended response. 61 participants
(50%) listed Male, M, or (Cis)male. 36 participants
(30%) listed Female, F, or Woman. 7 participants
(5.8%) listed Non-binary. Genders listed by only
one participant are not reported for privacy reasons.
12 (10%) did not list a gender.
B.5

Occupation

Table 4 summarizes the participants’ occupations.
Occupations only reported by one participant are
excluded for privacy reasons. 10% of participants
did not list an occupation. Participants working in
the technology industry and academia are overrepresented, presumably because they were recruited through the authors’ existing social networks. This is a limitation we are currently working to address in ongoing stages of this work.

5

https://www.deepl.com/en/translator

Figure 2: Two people use the TranslatorBot prototype to converse across languages. User One writes a message
in Farsi, which is translated into Mandarin for User Two to read. When User Two responds in Mandarin, those
messages are translated to Farsi so that User One can read them. TranslatorBot provides additional information in
a comment thread: (a) if it detects that the input may be difﬁcult to translate; or (b) if it detects possible problems
with a translation. (c) User One indicated with an emoji reaction that the translation into Farsi was difﬁcult to
understand. This prompted User Two to break down their original message into shorter and simpler messages to
resolve the communication breakdown.

Figure 3: TranslatorBot uses Google search query suggestions to help users catch typos before they are propagated
through translation. In this example, User One has a minor typo in Farsi that dramatically changes the meaning
of their message. The conversational context is a pharmacy setting, so a Farsi speaker may have been able to
use contextual knowledge to identify the typo. However, if the incorrect text is translated, the person reading
the translation may be unable to identify the source of the miscommunication. TranslatorBot shows the sender
a private suggestion before translating the message, which the sender can accept or reject using emoji response
buttons.

